Spam Filtering Using Combined Shift AND & OR String Matching Algorithm
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Abstract - Spam is an inappropriate bulk email which contains unwanted and unsolicited data. Spam filtering has become important as they consume a lot of network bandwidth, overloads the email server and drops the productivity of global economy. Spam filtering is categorized as either list based or content based filters. The content based filter evaluates the words or phrases inside the mail to determine whether it is a spam or ham mail. The content based filter is a Bayesian filter which makes use of the Bayes theorem to compute the probability of the email. The probability of the email is referred as the spamacity. If the spamacity is greater than a threshold value, then the email is referred as spam mail. The words are found using the multiple pattern string matching algorithms. There is a manually trained dataset of keywords or patterns with probability, which is used by the Bayesian filter to compute the overall probability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spam is the electronic equivalent of junk email. Marketing companies send Spam emails in order to sell products or to promote an email scam. The volume of Spam is intended, however, to depict traffic to web sites or trade other capital making schemes. Spammers put more effort to thwart recipient’s attempts to stop spam email. Spammers design their emails in such a way so that they can easily bypass your email spam filter. This can be shown by using special characters like ‘@’ rather than the letter ‘A’ in words though the spam email. Unlike junk mail in your physical mailbox, Spam does not abate if it is unsuccessful. Spam is a big problem first of all because it is symptomatic of inefficient, parasitical businesses. The benefit to the spammer is disproportionate to the cost borne by the spammer, which is next to nil. More importantly, the cost of Spam removal to the victims is totally disproportionate to the benefit to the spammer.

It is a problem because of the shared resources it consumes. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) allow you to surf the Internet, and deliver your email to your email software usually for a flat monthly fee. They must, in turn, purchase bandwidth (the technical term for their own connection to the Internet). The more users they have, the more bandwidth they need. If they have very large numbers of users they may need to purchase additional servers to manage email.

Also it involves a lot of victims. According to META Group, 5-15% of corporate email is Spam. This is expected to grow to to 15-30% in the near term. This means that the average medium-sized company receives 20,000 Spam emails per day. Taking the above example a little further, if 10 million people each lose 5 minutes a day deleting Spam, in terms of productivity, this could cost the global economy over $4 billion annually. There are number of spam filters presents in market. Two types of spam filter are defined list based and content based filter. In this paper we use content based spam filter to filter out the spam from the mail box. For finding out the bit pattern we use multiple pattern string matching algorithms. Bayesian filter is used to find out whether the given pattern is ham or spam mail.

String searching algorithms, sometimes called string matching algorithms, are an important class of string algorithms that try to find a place where one or several strings (also called patterns) are found within a larger string or text. Let Σ be an alphabet (finite set). Formally, both the pattern and searched text are vectors of elements of Σ. The Σ may be a usual human alphabet (for example, the letters A through Z in the Latin alphabet). Other applications may use binary alphabet (Σ = \{0,1\}) or DNA alphabet (Σ = A,C,G,T) in bioinformatics.

We assume that the text is an array T[1..n] of length n and that the pattern is an array of length[1..m] of length m and that m<=n. The character arrays T and P are often called strings of characters. We say that pattern P occurs with shift s in text T (or equivalently that the pattern P occurs beginning at position s+1 in text T) if 0<=s<=n-m and T[s+1….s+m]=P[1..m] If P occurs with shift s in T then we calls a valid shift otherwise we call s an invalid shift. The string matching algorithm is the problem of finding all valid shift with which a pattern P occurs in given text T.[11]

Fig:1 Text & Pattern
2. LITERATURE SURVEY
L. Salmela, J. Tarhio and J. Kyt’ojoki [1] This paper presents a Shift OR approach to solve the string matching problem, where the pattern size is assumed to be less than or equal to word size of the computer. In this method, each character of the pattern is transformed into a bit vector. The filter developed using Shift OR method produces false matches which is mathematically calculated and compared with the proposed method. The false matches produced by it are enormous which leads to incorrect conclusion regarding spamacity of the email. This has led to the development of a better filter that produces less false matches and will more correctly categorize email as spam or ham.

In this method the set of patterns is transformed to a single general pattern containing classes of characters. For example if there are three patterns, ‘abcd’ , ‘pony’ , and ‘abnh’, the characters {a, p} are accepted in the first position, characters {b, o} in the second position, characters {c, n} in the third position and characters {d, h, y} in the fourth position.[1]

The NFA (Non-Deterministic Finite automaton) recognizing the set of character class pattern is built. Then the automaton is simulated using the bit parallel technique. This simulation results in faster execution, without having the need to construct the automaton. The proposed method removes demerit of the above method i.e the method works for patterns of unequal size. This is done by grouping patterns of equal size and then the processing takes place individually for each group. The algorithm is named as Grouped-Multiple Pattern algorithm.

3. PREVIOUS ALGORITHMS FOR SPAM FILTERING USING SHIFT OR METHOD
The words inside the email are identified using the pattern matching algorithm. Rather than matching the text against exact patterns, the set of patterns is transformed to a single general pattern containing classes of characters. For example if there are three patterns, ‘abcd’ , ‘pony’ , and ‘abnh’, the characters {a, p} are accepted in the first position, characters {b, o} in the second position, characters {c, n} in the third position and characters {d, h, y} in the fourth position.[1]

The NFA (Non-Deterministic Finite automaton) recognizing the set of character class pattern is built. Then the automaton is simulated using the bit parallel technique. This simulation results in faster execution, without having the need to construct the automaton. The automaton has a transition from state (i-1) to i , if on reading the character “c” from the text , there is zero appearing in i\textsuperscript{th} position of vector D. Vector D is a state vector which is initialized to all 1’s.[8] When the character c is read from the text, D is updated as D = (D<<1) | B[c] . If the 0 moves from least significant bit position to the most significant bit position of vector D, a match is reported. This situation corresponds to final state of the automaton, thereby recognizing the pattern. The pseudo code of the algorithm is given below.

The assumption in this method is that all the patterns p1,p2,….p are have equal size m and m<=w, where w is word size of the computer.[8]

ALGORITHM:MultiplePatternSearch (text=t1t2.tn)
1. POS←0
2. textLength←stringLength(text)
3. N←0/N denotes Number Of Occurrence
4. D=1\textsuperscript{m}
5. While(POS<= textLength)
6. D=D<<1 | text[B[POS]]
7. If(MSB[D]=0)
8. POS←POS+1
9. N←N+1
10. GOTO Step 4
11. POS←POS+1
12. End of While

Example : Text= “lift”, “time”
Pattern = {“lift”, “time”}

4. PROPOSED METHOD OF SPAM FILTER USING COMBINED METHOD FOR UNEQUAL SIZED KEYWORDS
The proposed method removes demerit of the above method i.e. the method works for patterns of unequal size. This is done by grouping patterns of equal size and then the processing takes place individually for each group. The algorithm is named as Combined-Multiple Pattern algorithm. The pseudo code for the method is given below.

ALGORITHM combined_Multiple_Pattern (text=t1t2…..tn)

1. textLength←stringLength(text)
2. N←0// N denotes Number Of Occurrence
3. For i=1 to noOfGroups do
4. Begin
5. POS←0
6. set the bit vector for group[i]
7. // group[i] is available in the form linked list
8. D=0\textsuperscript{m};i=1
9. orFactor=10\textsuperscript{m-1}
10. While(POS<= textLength)
11. D=(D<<1 | orFactor) & text[B[POS]]
12. If (D & orFactor=0)
13. orFactor=10\textsuperscript{m-1}
14. POS←POS+1
15. GOTO step 8
16. If(LSB[D]=1)
17. POS←POS+1
18. N←N+1
19. GOTO Step 8
20. if ((D AND orFactor)!= orFactor) and i ≤ m)
21. i←i+1;orFactor=010\textsuperscript{m-i}
22. POS←POS+1
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The filter uses the Bayes theorem to calculate the probability of occurrences of the keywords stored in the database. Depending upon the probability calculated, a net score is computed. The net score determines the spamacity of the email. If the net score is above the threshold, the email is classified as spam otherwise ham. Large number of false matches may result in more spamacity of the email. If the mails are detected through Shift OR method and if the spamacity lies on the boundary of the threshold, then the shift OR method will incorrectly classify it. But with the help of shift AND and OR method we can classify it correctly. The shift OR method can only matches the equal pattern size whereas shift AND and OR method can matches equal as well as unequal size patterns. The traditional algorithms Multiple Pattern Shift OR have been executed on Single CPU. The shift AND and OR method also removes the problem of unequal pattern size. The filter uses the Bayes theorem to calculate the probability of occurrences of the keywords stored in the database. Depending upon the probability calculated, a net score is computed. The net score determines the spamacity of the email. If the net score is above the threshold, the email is classified as spam otherwise ham. The advantage of using bit parallel approach is that the process of matching the keywords against the email is faster.

6. CONCLUSION

String matching algorithms play an important role in spam filter as string matched using this technique results in faster matches. The method employs intrinsic feature of the system of conducting the bit operations in parallel. Experimental results also conclude that Number of false matches gets reduced if spam filtering is done through Grouped method using Combined Shift AND and OR operation. This directly affects the spamacity of the email because more false matches lead to more spamacity. If the mails are detected through Shift OR method and if the spamacity lies on the boundary of the threshold, then the shift OR method will incorrectly classify it. But with the help of shift AND and OR method we can classify it correctly. The shift OR method can only matches the equal pattern size whereas shift AND and OR method can matches equal as well as unequal size patterns. The traditional algorithms Multiple Pattern Shift OR have been executed on Single CPU. The shift AND and OR method also removes the problem of unequal pattern size. The filter uses the Bayes theorem to calculate the probability of occurrences of the keywords stored in the database. Depending upon the probability calculated, a net score is computed. The net score determines the spamacity of the email. If the net score is above the threshold, the email is classified as spam otherwise ham. The advantage of using bit parallel approach is that the process of matching the keywords against the email is faster.
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